
1 minute
Maximum 0.2 gal / min (0.7 l / min),
Self-cleaning nozzle

1 minute
Maximum 0.2 gal / min (0.7 l / min),
Self-cleaning nozzle

Room temperature 

Low : 88.7 °F (31.5 °C)
Medium : 94.1 °F (34.5 °C)
High : 99.5 °F (37.5 °C)

Room temperature 

Low : 87.8 °F (31 °C)
Medium : 93.2 °F (34 °C)
High : 98.6 °F (37 °C)

Mesh type

850 W (Max.)

37.0 ~ 48.0 dB

15.5 X 6.2 X 19.2 inch
395 X 159 X 490 mm

11 lb (5.0 kg)

Operating Time

Water Temperature 
Control

Seat Temperature 
Control

Filter

Power Consumption

Operating Noise 

Dimensions (W X H X D)

Net Weight

Rear Cleansing

Front Cleansing

Off 

On

Off 

On

Product BA15

*Design and Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Better hygiene for you and your family
The Coway electronic bidet uses modern technology to keep your family healthy and clean.  

Discover a more refreshing way to start each day. 

Teach your children 
healthier habits

With Coway’s easy-to-use technology,

even your children can learn to

practice cleaner and healthier

personal hygiene.  

Support better health
and hygiene

The synergistic effectiveness of

superior cleansing and therapeutic

massage helps prevent bacteria

and disease, and ease recovery

from existing conditions.

Feel more refreshed
and confident

The thorough cleansing

combination of heat and water

provides the best possible solution

for your personal concerns.

Benefits of the Coway Bidet

Maximum cleanliness
Think about it. You’d never consider cleaning your hands or face simply by rubbing them with tissue. 

But that’s exactly how most people treat their most sensitive and private areas.

Heightened defense against bacteria
Private areas within skin folds that frequently go untouched by tissue can harbor

bacteria. The bidet reaches these areas and helps remove this potential 

health threat.

Defense against other common diseases
Bathrooms typically house numerous parasitic and bacterial 

threats to the urinary and lower gastro-intestinal tracts. 

The level of thorough cleansing provided by bidet technology 

can minimize the threat.

Coway's technology sets the standard

Feel completely refreshed everyday

Enjoy the benefits of Coway's technologically advanced design and safety monitoring system.

Our unique, advanced hygiene system provides a comfortable and
sanitary experience with every visit.

Air+ water stream

Air bubbles are injected into the water stream to create a softer,

gentler feel. 

Anti-bacterial nozzle

Nozzles and nozzle tips are all made with anti-bacterial plastic to

ensure a higher degree of cleanliness.

Twin nozzles

Twin nozzles enhance hygiene and provide better aim and accuracy. 

Cost efficient for your family

Energy saving mode 

Functions are engaged when the weight of user is

detected, and then disengaged when the unit detects

signs that it is not in use.

Designed for your comfort

The ergonomically designed seat is stable, secure and

allows for maximum comfort even over an extended stay.

Ease of use for greater convenience
The Coway bidet is exceptionally user-friendly, and doesn’t require

complex installation or operating steps. 

Remote control convenience

All functions are managed from an easy to use, intuitive 

remote control.

Water pressure control

Personal control of water pressure ensures the right balance of

cleaning power and comfort.

Toilet seat temperature control

Your comfort is further enhanced with 3 easily adjustable seat

temperatures.

Warm water temperature control

You can ensure consistency by pre-setting the water temperature

to the level you desire. 

Smart functions 
take care of the details
Coway’s safety functions automatically detect

and repair potential problems.

Automatic shut-down device

Built-in automatic shut-down system ensures no

leaking or electric shocks. Water supply valve protects

the interior mechanical components when the water

pressure is over 1.5 kgf. 

Intelligent low temperature burn prevention

When subjected to even low temperatures for an

extended period, burns are a potential hazard. 

Coway's “Safety-First” bidet automatically reduces

toilet seat temperature to prevent discomfort.

Soft close seat and cover

A light fingertip touch initiates a smooth, controlled

closing of the toilet seat and cover to reduce the impact

on the toilet bowl ceramics.

The Coway bidet was designed to reduce energy

usage. Your unit is always ready for use -but its

superior technology minimizes energy consumption

when it’s not in use. 

Easy installation 

The slide installation structure is simple to install and is

configured to fit any standard sized toilet. No professional

help is needed for installation. 

Easy maintenance

With the one-touch detachable hook, removing the bidet

from the toilet for cleaning is quick and easy.

Permanent mesh filter

Mesh Filter pre-cleans water, 

for more thorough cleansing.


